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This week is starting with a significant reversal as several growth names face dramatic sell -

offs while many value names rise fueled by strong underlying bids. 

▪ In a slow growing economy, Growth companies should continue to trade at a premium to lower 

growth and/or Value companies.  While there are many reasons why this trend may continue, 

traditional investors should consider rebalancing toward style neutral within their Core exposure. This 

week’s market action has again highlighted the higher levels of volatility inherent in some of these 

names. 

▪ Growth leaders such as MSFT, AMZN, GOOG, V, MA, MRK, ADBE, CRM may be heading for 

corrections while Value firms or laggards such as  XOM, CVX, ANTM, CI, PFE, BAC, JPM, 

FDX, T, WBA may be heading for stronger bids.  

▪ Since 2010, Growth has outpaced Value by near 50% (See Chart Pg. 2).  

▪ From a risk perspective, many Core Managers may be overexposed to Growth names.  A 

Growth/Value manager pairing or a Growth/Deep Income manager pairing may provide a more stable 

equity exposure than a traditional Core Manager. 

▪ A deeper-dive holding-based assessment may be required for certain Managers as blue chip 

names such as WMT, HD, PG, DIS, KO, PEP, ABT, COST are all trading at cycle highs. 

▪ Large Caps and Small Caps were relatively even until mid 2018 (See Chart Pg. 3). Since the 

summer of 2018, Large Cap has outpaced Small Caps by a notable amount. 
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Will U.S. Growth continue to trounce Value?
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Large cap growth outpacing value consistently this cycle

Growth has outpaced value throughout most of cycle except for late 2012-13, 2016 and Q42018.  Growth 

outperformance significant since 2017 including 18’ 4Q pause and strong 19’ H2. 

Asset allocation: Consider rebalancing to style neutral for traditional accounts.  Aggressive accounts can 

consider remaining overweight growth but should expect higher levels of volatility going forward. 
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Large Cap outpacing Small Cap since mid 2018

Though performance has oscillated widely since 2010, Small Caps and Large Caps returns were equal 

until mid 2018.  Since summer 2018, Large Cap has outpaced Small Cap by close to 30%.  

Asset allocation: As we progress later into the cycle, Traditional account can consider maintaining 

neutral/underweight to Small cap, with a bias towards Large Cap, Income and/or Quality.
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How Boutique CIO Works with Advisors
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❑ 1. Boutique CIO provides comprehensive OCIO & Investment Solutions to Advisors, Family Offices, 

B/Ds and their Clients.

❑ 2. Boutique CIO provide Research and Asset Management across five key verticals.

▪ Investment Strategy:

Investment Strategy provides a consistent and timely Market Outlook and Overview integrated within an 
investment decision making framework and actionable asset allocation ideas. 

▪ Manager Research and Due Diligence:

Manager Research and Due Diligence provides advisors with quality research on third party managers 
covering traditional equity and fixed income categories, ETFs and alternative strategies focusing on long/short 
equity, relative value, macro, venture capital, real estate, private equity and other niche strategies. 

▪ Model Portfolios:

Model Portfolios provide advisors with multi-asset allocation strategies incorporating securities, mutual funds 
and ETFs. Certain strategies are available for white labelling.

▪ Proprietary Asset Management:

Proprietary Asset Management provides Advisors with access to niche and sophisticated strategies covering 

Enhanced Income, Long Short Equity and Best Ideas. Certain strategies are available for white labelling. 

▪ Customized Endowment Strategies:

Customized Endowment Strategies provide an SMA solution for Ultra High Net Worth, Family Offices and other 
institutional investors. 
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Disclosures:

• This document is a general communication being provided for informational purposes only. It is 

educational in nature and not designed to be as advice or a recommendation for any specific 

investment product, strategy, plan feature or other use. 

• All examples used are generic, hypothetical and for illustration purposes only. This material does not 

contain sufficient information to support an investment decision and it should not be relied upon by 

you in evaluating the merits of investing in any securities or products. 

• All users should make an independent assessment of the legal, regulatory, tax, credit, and 

accounting implications and determine, together with their own professional advisers, if any 

investment mentioned herein is believed to be suitable to their personal goals. 

• Investors should ensure that they obtain all available relevant information before making any 

investment. Any forecasts, figures, opinions or investment techniques and strategies in this 

document are for information purposes only and are based on assumptions and current market 

conditions and are subject to and will change without prior notice. 

• No warranty of accuracy is given and no liability in respect of any error or omission is accepted 

relating to any information within this document. Investment involves risks, the value of investments 

and the income from them may fluctuate in accordance with market conditions.   With any 

investment, investors may not get back the full amount invested.  Past performance is not indicative 

of future results. Current yields are not indicative of future results. 

• Copyright 2019 AK Global Investment Management, LLC. All rights reserved. This document may 

not be printed or reproduced without the written consent of AK Global Investment Management, LLC. 
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